Von Hippel-Lindau status influences phenotype of liver cancers arising from PTEN loss
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Background: PTEN loss contributes to the development of liver diseases including hepatic steatosis and both hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and cholangiocarcinoma (CC). The factors that influence the penetrance of these conditions are unclear. We explored the influence of sustained hypoxia signaling through co-deletion of Pten and Vhl in a murine model.

Methods: We used a CreER-linked Keratin 18 mouse model to conditionally delete Pten, Vhl or both in somatic cells of adult mice, evaluating the resultant tumors by histology and gene expression microarray. Existing sets of gene expression data for human HCC and CC were examined for pathways related to those observed in the murine tumors, and a cohort of human CC samples was evaluated for relationships between HIF-1α expression and clinical outcomes.

Results: Both Pten deletion genotypes developed liver tumors, but with differing phenotypes. Pten deletion alone led to large hepatic tumors with widespread hepatosteatosis. Co-deletion of Pten and Vhl with the Keratin 18 promoter resulted in reduced steatosis and a reduced tumor burden that was characterized by a trabecular architecture similar to CC. Genes associated with hepatic steatosis were coordinately expressed in the human HCC dataset, while genes involved in hypoxia response were upregulated in tumors from the human CC dataset. HIF-1α expression and overall survival were examined in an independent cohort of human CC tumors with no statistical differences uncovered.

Conclusion: Pten deletion in Keratin 18 expressing cells leads to aggressive tumor formation and widespread steatosis in mouse livers. Co-deletion of Vhl and Pten results in lower tumor burden with gene expression profiling suggesting a switch from a profile of lipid deposition to an expression profile more consistent with upregulation of the hypoxia response pathway. A relationship between tumor hypoxia signaling and altered hepatic steatotic response suggests that competing influences may alter tumor phenotypes.
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Introduction

Primary liver malignancies, including both hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (CC), are diagnosed in approximately 30,000 people in the United States each year with almost 20,000 deaths.1 These tumors generally demonstrate resistance to chemotherapy and carry particularly dismal prognoses. An aggressive form of primary liver cancer has been described sharing features of both HCC and CC;2 however, the developmental origin of these tumors has remained elusive. While theories have been postulated regarding a potential common cell of origin, little is known regarding the molecular pathogenesis of primary liver tumors and the signal transduction pathways that lead to more aggressive phenotypes.3
The *PTEN* gene, a well-known negative regulator of the phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K)/AKT pathway, is key in regulating cell survival, apoptosis and protein translation, and has been described in the tumorigenesis of both HCC and CC.\(^4\) Activation of this pathway results in activation of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway, leading to the transcription of genes involved in angiogenesis and survival.\(^5\) Therefore, *PTEN* loss results in constitutive activation of the PI3K/mTOR pathway. Varying protein expression patterns of AKT and mTOR have been reported in CC.\(^6,7\) Low intra-tumoral *PTEN* expression has been associated with shorter overall survival (OS) when compared to tumors with high *PTEN* expression.\(^8\) Concomitant deletion of *PTEN* and *SMAD4* (a mediator of TGF-β and a frequently altered tumor suppressor in CC) produces murine tumors with intrahepatic CC with evidence of increased mTOR pathway activation.\(^9\) Similarly, higher levels of p-AKT implicate this pathway in the development of HCC.\(^10\) In a small study of human HCC specimens, PI3K expression was detected in all cases reviewed with reduced or absent *PTEN* expression.\(^11\)

Data also implicate the hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) family of transcription factors and oxidative damage in liver tumors. HIF is induced by hypoxia, resulting in the transcriptional activation of target genes involved in the cellular adaptation to hypoxia.\(^12\) HIFα subunits are normally degraded in the presence of oxygen, but are stabilized under hypoxic conditions or in the setting of pVHL loss. In the liver, HIF-1α has been associated with protection against hepatic steatosis in response to liver injury.\(^13,14\) Human CC tumors have been reported to overexpress both reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, which correlate with HIF-1α expression in these tumors.\(^15\) The role of HIF stabilization in these cancers as a protective factor or a determinant of more aggressive disease remains unclear.

Mouse models of primary liver tumors are rare and specific molecular contributors to the phenotypic determinants of liver tumors are largely unknown. In order to better elucidate the pathways integral to the development of intrahepatic malignancies, our group generated a mouse model of liver tumors via conditional deletion of *Ptен* and *Vhl* alone or in combination in adult animals using a Keratin 18 creER recombinase promoter, which is expressed in the bile duct epithelium and activates recombination on treatment with tamoxifen for both genes. *Ptен* mutation has previously been implicated in both cancers. We used deletion of *Vhl* as a strategy to constitutively stabilize HIF factors in the absence of hypoxia. Liver tumors demonstrated a wide range of tumor phenotypes and penetration. Expression of genes in the HIF pathway and genes related to fatty liver were examined in the mouse tumors as well as in an established dataset of human HCC and CC to identify commonalities between mouse genotypes and human tumor phenotypes. We also explored associations between clinicopathologic characteristics and clinical outcomes in an independent cohort of human CC samples that were evaluated for protein expression of HIF-1α. The findings of this study suggest that different genetic or molecular changes in susceptible cell populations in the liver influence the development of hepatosteatosis as well as the pathogenesis of a spectrum of malignant histologies.

**Materials and methods**

**Mouse model**

Mice were bred and maintained in the Laboratory Animal Facility of the University of North Carolina (UNC) using protocols approved by the UNC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Transgenic mice with Keratin18 (K18)-linked CreER\(^16\) were bred with a loxP-flanked *Ptен* (*Pten\(^{loxP/loxP}\))*\(^17\) and loxP-flanked *Vhl* alleles (*Vhl\(^{loxP/loxP}\)).\(^18\) Multiple rounds of cross-breeding resulted in the generation of mice with the following genotypes: K18 CreER;*Vhl\(^{loxP/loxP}\)*, K18 CreER;*Ptен\(^{loxP/loxP}\)*, and K18 CreER;*Ptен\(^{loxP/loxP}\),*Vhl\(^{loxP/loxP}\) on a mixed genetic background (BALB/c, C57BL/6). Mice were genotyped following methods described previously.\(^18,19\)

To induce *Ptен* and/or *Vhl* loss by CreER recombination in somatic cells of adult animals, mice aged 6 weeks were injected with 1 mg tamoxifen (T5648; Sigma-Aldrich Co, St Louis, MO, USA) in sunflower seed oil (S5007; Sigma-Aldrich Co) daily for 5 days. Mice were sacrificed at 1 year, or when palpable masses were identified or animals showed signs of distress. Following recombination, mice were referred to as *Vhl*\(^−/−\), *Ptен*\(^−/−\), and *Ptен*\(^−/−;Vhl*\(^−/−\).

**Histology and immunohistochemistry (IHC)**

Tissues harvested from *Vhl*\(^−/−\), *Ptен*\(^−/−\), and *Ptен*\(^−/−;Vhl*\(^−/−\) mice were fixed in 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin. Sections (4 μm) were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for histologic evaluation. Antigen retrieval was performed by boiling in citrate buffer (pH 6.0; BioGenex, Fremont, CA, USA) for 30 minutes. Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched in 3% H\(_2\)O\(_2\) for 15 minutes. Human samples were stained with antiphosphoAKT (1:50, Cell Signaling Technology 211S, Danvers, MA, USA), and anti-HIF-1α (1:200, Novus Biologicals LLC, Littleton, CO, USA). Detection for all antibodies was performed using the Vector ABC Elite Kit and a Vector DAB kit for substrate detection (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA).
Gene expression analysis
RNeasy (74104; Qiagen NV, Venlo, the Netherlands) was used to extract ribonucleic acid (RNA) from flash frozen macrodissected mouse tumors and submitted to the UNC Genomic Core for quality check, amplification, labeling, and hybridization against reference RNA (Stratagene Universal Mouse Reference RNA 740100-41) on Agilent Whole Mouse Gene Expression (4×44 K) Microarray (G2519F; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Expression data were refined to include only known members of the HIF pathway or only a set of genes related to fatty liver compiled from previously published data.20–23 Using either the list of HIF pathway genes or the set of fatty liver genes, clustering was performed using Cluster 3.0 (http://www.bonsai.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/). Heat maps were constructed in Java Treeview (http://www.jtreeviewsourceforge.net/). These data have been deposited in GEO (Gene expression omnibus), accession number GSE55874.

Human gene expression data for HCC, CC, and mixed HCC/CC were described previously.24 Mixed HCC/CC expression data were excluded from the analysis to simplify the analysis. As described above, expression data were refined to include only known components of the hypoxia response pathway or only a set of genes related to fatty liver disease. Boxplots used to compare expression of specific genes were constructed in R v2.4.1 (http://www.rproject.org).

Human samples, survival data, and statistical analysis
Twenty-seven paraffin-embedded CC samples collected between June 2001 and November 2009 were identified using the UNC Tumor Registry. Clinicopathologic data, including patients’ demographics, tumor stage and tumor characteristics as well as treatment course (surgical resection, chemotherapy, and/or radiotherapy) and survival outcome were obtained from the medical record after obtaining approval for waiver of consent from the UNC Biomedical IRB Committee of the Office of Human Research Ethics.

IHC was evaluated using a proportion score for neoplastic cells on a scale of 0 to 5, and an intensity score for neoplastic cells expressed on a scale of 0 to 3. When intensity varied within a given neoplasm, the average intensity was judged. A combined score (proportion score + intensity score) of at least 5 was used to determine positive protein expression.

OS was defined as the time from the date of diagnosis to death from any cause. OS was described using the method of Kaplan–Meier. OS was compared between the positive and negative HIF-1α groups using the log-rank test. Additionally, Fisher’s exact tests were used to compare clinicopathologic characteristics between the positive and negative HIF-1α groups.

Results
Somatic loss of Pten alone or in combination with Vhl deletion produces distinct tumor phenotypes in the liver
No tumor formation or evidence of hepatic injury was observed in Vhl−/− mice aged 12 months, although some expansion of vascular sinusoids was appreciated (Figure 1A and B). However, both Pten−/− and Pten−/−;Vhl−/− mouse populations formed tumors located exclusively in the liver with overt tumor phenotype onset (palpable mass, weight loss, ruffled coat) at approximately 9–12 months. No abnormalities were observed in other tissues. Tumors were detectable only on histologic evaluation in the majority of Pten−/−;Vhl−/− animals, but were grossly visible as numerous massive tumors in Pten−/− mice. Pten−/−;Vhl−/− mouse tumors were small and widely dispersed (Figure 1C–E), and displayed a trabecular morphology (Figure 1D and E, white arrows) with large, unencapsulated, expansive and partially infiltrative masses of neoplastic cells replacing and compressing normal remaining hepatocytes, consistent with histologic findings of a CC. Tumors from Pten−/− mice, however, histologically showed highly variable neoplastic cells that typically arose within foci of hepatic alteration (Figure 1F–H). The phenotype was indicative of a poorly-differentiated carcinoma with mixed glandular and solid morphologies (Figure 1F, black arrows), and may represent a hepatocellular or mixed cell neoplasm.

Mouse Vhl−/−, Pten−/−;Vhl−/− and Pten−/− tumors show different levels of apparent fatty liver development
Vhl−/− livers showed no areas of fatty liver disease. However, both Pten−/− and Pten−/−;Vhl−/− livers displayed some lipid accumulation. In the Pten−/−;Vhl−/− livers, this was manifested as small foci of steatosis, with lipid filled vesicles in hepatocytes generally in the vicinity of areas of tumor formation (Figure 1C, yellow arrows). Pten−/− livers, on the other hand, were nearly completely replaced by hepatocytes showing macrovesicular steatosis, without evidence of inflammation, in all areas regardless of the presence of tumor cells. Areas of lipid accumulation and fatty change are indicated by yellow arrows (Figure 1F–H).
Mouse Vhl\(^+/\), Pten\(^{-/-}\);Vhl\(^{-/-}\) and Pten\(^{-/-}\) tumors differ in expression of HIF target genes and in expression of fatty liver-related genes

To verify the expected relative expression changes corresponding with Vhl deletion, we examined the tumors of Pten\(^{-/-}\) and Pten\(^{-/-}\);Vhl\(^{-/-}\) mice by microarray expression profiling. Direct assessment of HIF\(\alpha\) protein was not possible due to high levels of nonspecific interactions in multiple antibodies tested. We observed an expected decrease in Vhl gene expression in the Pten\(^{-/-}\);Vhl\(^{-/-}\) samples, compared to the single deletion mutant, Pten\(^{-/-}\) (Figure 2A). A corresponding increase in expression of a panel of canonical HIF target genes was also observed in those tumors harboring a Vhl deletion (Figure 2A).

Because the two liver genotypes displayed markedly varying amounts of hepatic steatosis, we also examined the expression of murine orthologs of genes previously identified as downregulated (Lmna, Ppard, Tff3), or upregulated (CD36, Csf4, Apoc3, Enpp1, Pnpla3) in human fatty liver disease.\(^{20-23}\) Genes reported to be downregulated in humans were either reduced or unchanged in the Pten\(^{-/-}\) mouse tumors relative to Pten\(^{-/-}\);Vhl\(^{-/-}\) tumors (Figure 2B). Those genes reported to be upregulated in human fatty liver disease were more highly expressed in Pten\(^{-/-}\) relative to Pten\(^{-/-}\);Vhl\(^{-/-}\) (Figure 2C), consistent with the differences observed histologically.

Fatty liver gene expression differs significantly between human HCC and CC

Given that the livers from the Pten\(^{-/-}\) and Pten\(^{-/-}\);Vhl\(^{-/-}\) mice showed varying degrees of lipid disposition, but shared histologic features within the spectrum of tumors ranging from CC to HCC, we investigated the differences in expression of genes involved in fatty liver disease between human HCC or CC in an established and publicly available dataset.\(^{24}\)

This investigation considers the possibility that the genes...
Von Hippel-Lindau status influences phenotype of liver cancers associated with hepatic steatosis might be more prevalent in human HCC as compared with CC. Indeed, when we examined a larger cohort of fatty liver genes, we observed a significantly reduced signal in the CC samples relative to HCC, shown in the heat map (Figure 3A). Specifically exploring the expression of the same panel of genes found to be coordinately up- or downregulated in the mouse tumors, we observed changes in gene expression consistent with fatty liver disease primarily in the HCC sample dataset (Figure 3B and C). These findings are suggestive of liver damage represented by steatosis as being linked with HCC in this animal model. The relationship of these levels of expressed genes to the non-malignant hepatocyte compartment cannot be determined from these studies.
Human HCC and CC differentially express HIF target genes

In a similar analysis, we examined the expression of common HIF target genes in human HCC and CC tumors. \textit{VHL} has not been implicated as a disease gene in either human HCC or CC, however, multiple mechanisms can alter hypoxia signaling. Using the same panel of canonical HIF target genes examined in the \textit{Pten}\textsuperscript{−/−} and \textit{Pten}\textsuperscript{−/−};\textit{Vhl}\textsuperscript{−/−} mice, we also observed a significant increase in the expression of hypoxia target genes \textit{hexokinase} and \textit{SLC2A1} in the human CC dataset as compared with HCC (Figure 4A). The expression level of VHL is unchanged, as expected, suggesting that any activation of hypoxia response signaling likely occurs via physiologic hypoxia signaling.

The histologic features of \textit{Pten}\textsuperscript{−/−};\textit{Vhl}\textsuperscript{−/−} tumors were most consistent with CC, however, both genotypes of mouse tumors had elements of the trabecular or glandular architecture common to CC. We therefore sought to determine if hypoxia signaling might influence the severity of intrahepatic CC disease. Using the publicly available dataset, we indeed observed that a subset of CC tumors displayed upregulation of HIF target genes (Figure 4B). Furthermore, when we classified CC tumors according to their hypoxia gene signature (CC HIF UP or CC HIF DOWN), we observed correspondence with fatty liver genes such that those tumors with upregulation of HIF targets displayed downregulation of fatty liver genes and vice versa (Figure 4C). This finding suggests that tumor hypoxia, or the expression of genes associated with
tumor hypoxia, may influence the development of hepatic steatosis in the development of liver tumors.

An independent cohort of human CC samples express variable levels of HIF-1α
To more directly examine the role of HIF expression in influencing tumor phenotype, we identified a cohort of CC cases at UNC for protein analysis. The clinicopathologic characteristics of 27 CC patients and their tumors are summarized in Table 1. Via IHC, 56% of these tumors expressed HIF-1α. Univariate analysis of OS in these patients based on HIF-1α expression was not statistically significant (60 versus 30.9 months, $P=0.402$) (Figure 5). In comparing the clinicopathologic variables of these two groups, patients whose tumors displayed positive HIF-1α expression were more likely to have resectable tumors with only 13% being unresectable compared to 50% of the HIF-1α negative tumors ($P=0.053$; Table 2). The small sample size and exploratory nature of this study begs for future studies aimed at determining whether targeting the HIF pathway has any bearing on clinical outcomes.

Discussion

This study describes three unique phenotypes of liver histology based on the conditional deletion of Pten and/or Vhl in a mouse model. The somatic deletion of these genes using a promoter targeting the biliary tree in adult animals suggests that Keratin 18 expressing cells contribute substantially in adulthood to the liver as a whole. While mice with Vhl loss alone displayed no visible pathology in the liver, those with Pten loss (either as a single insult or in combination with Vhl deletion) developed a spectrum of liver tumors with various degrees of steatosis. These findings suggest that Vhl loss alone is not sufficient or necessary for the pathogenesis of liver cancer but that Pten inactivation is a key contributor.

Figure 4 Genes specific to the hypoxia response show variable expression between human HCC and CC.
Notes: (A) Expression of two genes specific to the HIF pathway (HK and SLC2A1) were significantly elevated in CC relative to HCC. (B) CC HIF pathway expression was identified as either CC HIF UP or CC HIF DOWN following median centering. The CC tumors were then clustered by HIF target gene expression. (C) Using the CC HIF UP or CC HIF DOWN designation, genes involved in fatty liver disease were able to cluster CC cases using expression datasets. **$P<0.01$.

Abbreviations: HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; CC, cholangiocarcinoma.

Table 1 Clinicopathologic characteristics of an independent cohort of human cholangiocarcinoma samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td></td>
<td>32–80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary tumor site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrahepatic</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrahepatic</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant metastases</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of primary tumor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resected with no residual</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resected with known residual or positive margins</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unresectable</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received adjuvant radiation ± chemotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The deletions in these mice took place in cells expressing cre-ER from the Keratin 18 promoter. Although Keratin 18 is widely expressed in a variety of epithelial compartments, in the liver we only observed expression in bile duct epithelial cells (Figure S1), and we observed tumor development in no other organs of these animals. The deletion of Pten and/or Vhl in the Keratin 18 expressing cells in the liver suggests that a range of liver tumor features can arise from possible vulnerable cells in the bile duct. From this small compartment of target cells, we observed widespread effects on both the non-malignant liver parenchyma in addition to supporting the development of neoplasms in the liver. Both Pten-/- and Pten-/-;Vhl-/- mice showed some degree of hepatic steatosis, with Pten-/- mice demonstrating widespread fatty replacement of normal liver and Pten-/-;Vhl-/- demonstrating largely normal hepatic tissue with occasional foci of steatosis. In a previously described Pten liver-specific knockout model, apolipoprotein B, a known regulator of lipogenesis that serves as a lipid transporter, was reduced, leading to increased intrahepatic triglyceride formation and pronounced hepatosteatosis.27 Our model suggests that concomitant loss of Vhl in the setting of Pten deletion results in an attenuated fatty liver phenotype; however, the metabolic features supporting the preservation of normal architecture remain unclear.

Our analysis also revealed that genes associated with hepatic steatosis were coordinately expressed in both the Pten-/- samples and gene expression data available for human HCC. Pten-/-;Vhl-/- tumors did not display this association, and neither was it observed in the expression data derived from human CC. Conversely, genes canonical to hypoxia signaling were upregulated in Pten-/-;Vhl-/- tumors as would be predicted, as well as in a significant subset of CC. Taken together, these distinct gene sets separating tumors originating from a common susceptible tissue and driven by Pten deletion, but modified by Vhl loss, implicate integrated pathophysiologic signals ultimately contributing to the tumor phenotype.

In our cohort of human CC samples, we found that intra-tumoral expression of HIF-1α correlated with increased resectability and showed a trend toward improved OS, suggesting that even within this histologic disease entity, hypoxia signaling may contribute to the final disease phenotype. This finding differs from other published reports in which intra-tumoral expression of HIF-1α has traditionally correlated with localized hypoxia and tissue necrosis, as well as higher stage, larger tumors and worsened prognosis.28–30 However, HIF-1α can display tumor suppressive activity in other tumor settings, suggesting that the influence of HIF-1α...

---

**Table 2** Clinicopathologic characteristics of human cholangiocarcinoma samples based on HIF-1α expression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>HIF-1α expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>15 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age, years</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary tumor site</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant metastases</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of primary tumor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resected with no residual</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resected with known residual or positive margins</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unresectable</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 5** HIF-1α is variably expressed in a UNC cohort of human CC and may influence disease severity.

**Notes:** (A and B) human CC tumors were stained for HIF-1α expression, demonstrating an example of high expression (A) and low expression (B). Human tumors were also stained for phosphor-S6, with all tumors displaying positive expression of this marker, example shown in (C). (D) Kaplan–Meier curve demonstrates survival data from a cohort of 27 human CC patients based on HIF-1α expression.

**Abbreviations:** UNC, University of North Carolina; CC, cholangiocarcinoma.

to the development of malignancy. This is congruent with other studies that have described increased PI3K and AKT expression, both downstream effectors of PTEN loss, in human HCC and CC.25,26 The novel contribution of this study is revealing that this effect is modulated by deregulation of hypoxia response signaling.
Conclusions

This study is the first to examine how Pten and Vhl inactivation contributes to the molecular pathogenesis of primary cancers of the liver. The Vhl gene is not reported to be a common target in any liver cancers, and our model indicates that Vhl inactivation alone is not sufficient for tumor formation, but that conditional loss of Pten in a subset of cells results in tumor formation that roughly phenocopies HCC in humans. In this setting, Vhl deletion serves as a surrogate for constitutive activation of the hypoxia response pathway, and the loss of both Pten and Vhl predisposes to a CC phenotype of cancer. Interestingly, the histologic appearance of the liver parenchyma, as well as the tumor spectrum, is altered with concomitant deletion of Vhl. Further studies are needed to further understand the contributions of hypoxia signaling to the development of hepatic steatosis and tumorigenesis. Studies revealing the cell of origin for these tumors and the factors that contribute to disease phenotype can provide targets that will potentially lead to more effective therapies to modulate these aggressive malignancies.
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Supplementary material

Figure S1 Keratin 18 staining in normal liver identifies sites of probable tumor origin.

Notes: Because induced mutations were restricted to cells expressing Keratin 18, immunohistochemistry was used to identify the expression of this gene. Livers were mostly negative for Keratin 18, except for bile ducts, where positive staining revealed Keratin 18 expression (A and B).